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Applications Engineer Job Description 

Hiring Manager – James Young - james.young@ametek.com 

 

AMETEK CTS is seeking an automotive EMC focused engineer to act as an application engineer 

supporting customers and regional sales managers in North America.  AMETEK CTS engineers and sells 

solutions for electromagnetic compatibility testing under the Teseq, EM Test, Milmega and IFI brands. 

 

This diverse and challenging role combines technical EMC and standards knowledge with customer 

facing activities.  Occasional on-site visits for customer training and troubleshooting will keep you 

connected with the EMC community and customer base.  As an application engineer, you will be a 

technical consultant for pre-sales conversations, helping to identify the best technical fit from the IFI, 

Teseq, Milmega and EM Test branded products offered by AMETEK.   

 

This role will be appealing to those who are energized by solving problems.  Substantial effort and time 

will be focused on technical support for hardware and software products.  Your efforts will forge the 

trust and technical bond that keeps customers loyal to our solutions. 

 

This role also offers occasional travel to be with customers, helping to strengthen their loyalty through 

standards or product training, sales consultations, and product demonstrations.  You will also have a 

chance to travel yearly to our European factories to be trained by product designers on the latest and 

greatest offerings for our customers.  Travel will be around 30%. 

 

The key skills necessary for success in this role are: 

1. Substantial experience with and technical knowledge of automotive transient, ESD, 

and immunity tests ruled by the ISO 7637 and various car manufacturer standards 

2. Ability to understand, interpret and answer customer questions regarding the above 

tests and the standards that control them 

3. Interface with product designers to align product development with customer 

requirements and changes in the standards 

4. Lead customer facing discussions, training seminars, and technical presentations via 

media and in person 

5. Write about and demonstrate product unique selling points for our diverse product line 

in front of customers and via electronic media 

6. Utilize outstanding listening, follow-up, prioritization and troubleshooting skills to 

solve customer issues efficiently 

 

This role can be based anywhere in the USA, with a strong preference given to Detroit or Chicago.  

Being near an international airport will be advantageous for the travel requirements.  
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